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Your Personality Type
Tonight’s Agenda

• Celebrations!

• Overview of the 5 Personality Types

• In Depth Look at each Type: Person and Dog

• What Type Are You? How will you shift?

• Q & A



What Are You Celebrating?



5 Personality Types...

WHY?
•Deeper Understanding of Us and Our 
Dogs.
•Inherent Behavior and Personality Traits.
•Better Prepared and Accepting.



5 Personality Types...
I worked through the discovery process and here's what I discovered! My primary personality type is Fire, 
secondary wood. The interesting thing is think Lyric is the reverse! Primary wood and secondary fire! I feel that I 
am more imbalanced in my primary type, fire and more balanced in wood where again I feel Lyric is the opposite, 
more imbalanced in wood and balanced in fire! Does that make sense, I'm not sure! 
So I think we both have a lot of the same traits which can present some challenges, but as we become more 
balanced we will be able to reach our true potential! I hope! We are both active, can be excitable and have quick 
stimulus response, I can see where that is a challenge! Good things are that we are both strong, energetic, 
athletic, love to love and be loved. Those are just a few similarities, there are a lot more! 
After reading this and talking to Kathy last night about the food, I understand a lot more about Lyrics picky eating 
habits, it makes sense now and I will pay more attention to her. She is always hot, so I will feed more cooling 
foods.
Interesting that fire burns wood, what does that mean for us?
Ok, that's all for now, intense!

https://www.facebook.com/kathykawalec
https://www.facebook.com/kathykawalec


5 Personality Types...

WHAT?
•TCM: Connected to Nature and Cycle of 
Life. 
• “All in One and One in All”

•Correspond to 5 Elements/Phases in 
Nature...Creation and Control.



5 Personality Types...
Creation Cycle: (circle)

Fire burned, creating the earth (soil).

Earth gave rise to mountains which 
contain the metal ores.

The Metal separated, making way for 
water.

Water flowed and nourished the wood 
of the trees.

Trees, vulnerable to burning, kindled the 
fire.



5 Personality Types...

Control Cycle: (star)

Fire melts Metal.

Metal chops Wood.

Wood tree falls, blocks the Earth.

Earth’s soil builds up, dams Water.

Water floods and douses the Fire.



5 Personality Types...
Control Cycle in Action:

Water (kidney problems) floods body 
with fluid. Heart (Fire) can’t pump all the 
water, leads to congestive heart failure.

ie: Water element of the kidneys keeps 
the Fire element of the heart in check.

Western: Eliminate water with drugs.

Eastern: Balance work of heart/kidney by 
strengthening the heart and regulate the 
kidneys with herbs, food and 
acupuncture.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Archetypes...how you walk thru life...your 
self-expression.
✴“Between Heaven and Earth”



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Fire: The Wizard is magnetic and exciting, 
inspiring faith that dreams can come true.
✴Earth: The Peacemaker is stable, centered, 
relaxed mediates in service of harmony and 
unity.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Metal: The Alchemist observes, studies, 
analyzes, seeking fundamental principles in 
the service of universal order.
✴Water: The Philosopher seeks truth and 
explores mysteries through her own 
imaginative mind.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Wood: The Pioneer strikes into the 
wilderness with a bold, adventurous spirit to 
break new ground, overcome difficulty, 
conquer the unknown.  Action-oriented!



5 Elements Personality Types

Personality Type influences:

✴Goals we set, risks we take.

✴Competence we manifest.

✴Attitude toward people, dogs, projects.

✴What satisfies us the most and what threatens us.

✴Where we feel conflict and why we prefer certain 
solutions.



5 Elements Personality Types

Personality Type expressed:

✴Wood does well under competitive pressure.

✴Water prefers to have time to think things through.

✴Earth feels most comfortable when people are working 
together cheerfully.

✴Metal appreciates orderliness.

✴Fire takes quick action.



5 Elements Personality Types

Personality Type expressed:

✴Wood interprets any circumstance as requiring audacious action.

✴Fire perceives gratification as the end goal of any situation.

✴Metal adheres to rules and protocols even when they are a 
hinderance.

✴Water cogitates, perhaps losing opportunity to reach their 
dreams.

✴Earth so concerned with balance and harmony that movement 
and progress is neutralized.



5 Elements Personality Types

All Personality Types in Everyone:

✴Action demanded? Our Wood kicks into gear.

✴Take pleasure in achievement of goals? Our Fire takes chargs.

✴New phase of life? Our Metal allows us to sigh deeply and 
release old patterns.

✴Need a rest from labors? Our Water allows us to renew, 
refresh and have the will to carry on.

✴Get thrown off course? Our Earth returns us to an even keel.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Fire: Heart & Joy. excitable, funny, social, 
loves to be loved, influencer, high strung, hyper, 
noisy.
✴Imbalanced: apathetic, anxious, nervous, 
overwhelmed, tense, tired, heart/circulation/
absorption issues.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Fire: “Its all about me” & “PARTY-Girl”! Both of these 
phrases define the Fire personality.

✴Funny, charismatic, extrovert, curious and sensitive all 
describe the Fire personality. The organ associated with the 
fire element is the heart and the emotion of the heart is joy.

✴Phoenix: Social butterfly, true delight. Gets overexcited, 
fits of barking, restless, gets hot, doesn’t like to be left alone.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Earth: Support and Centered. honest, kind, 
mothering, generous, slow stimulus response, 
sweet, loves food.
✴Imbalanced: smothering, worry, stressed, 
weight issues, digestive upset, indigestion.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Earth: “Let’s all Get Along!” Trustworthy, patient, 
compassionate, sympathetic, easy going & easy keeper.

✴Earth personalities are very sweet natured, they like it best 
when everybody gets along, they are willing to please, 
obedient and happy, and oh do they love to eat.

✴Client: Rocky, sweet and overweight golden retriever. 
Loves his family and the kids, excelled at obedience. Did 
agility, at his own slow pace.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Metal: Reserved, Analytical. confident, 
competent, likes routine, organizer, follows rules, 
aloof, good group leader.
✴Imbalanced: withdrawn, sad, righteous, vain, 
respiratory issues, allergies, constipation/colitis, 
asthma, diabetes.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Metal: “We must follow the rules!” Independent, Intelligent 
& Aloof. Prefer routines, take pride in a job well done, very 
quick to learn. 

✴They do not mind being alone and often prefer it, because 
of this they may be slow to bond with others but once they 
do that bond is extremely strong. 

✴Maya: highest level quickly, works with keen precision.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Water: Charmer & Dreamer. introverted, 
quiet, good listener, good supervisor, consistent, 
easy-going.
✴Imbalanced: fearful, timid, brittleness, fear 
biter, collapse under pressure, difficult focus, 
bladder/UTI, arthritis.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Water:  “I know what you’re up to, and I don’t like it”. 
or  “I’m scared!”

✴Very attentive to your every move...very observant and 
evaluates situations. Need to earn their trust.

✴A survivor, self-sufficient, resilient.

✴Tension or anxiety when under pressure.

✴Haley: run/hide from strangers, very driven, trust key.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Wood: Strong & Assertive. athletic, confident, 
strong, energetic, quick stimulus response, 
adaptable, competitive, quick.
✴Imbalanced: aggressive, defensive, angry, 
intolerant, impatient, jealous, discouraged, 
depressed, skin conditions, allergies, restless at 
night, abdominal pain.



5 Elements Personality Types

✴Wood: “I’m in charge!”.
✴These are your top athletes, type-A 
personalities, the alpha-dog, outgoing, direct, 
opinionated, confident, competitive, assertive 
and bold.
✴Ex: Police Dog! Sheep dog!



Discover Your Discovery

✴What is YOUR 
personality type?

✴What is your DOG’s 
personality type?



Discover Your Discovery

✴Burning Building:  What is your immediate response?

1. Hide in the bathroom, barricade the door to keep smoke out?

2. Take charge to lead everyone out safely?

3. Run out of the closest exit quickly and trust everyone will follow?

4. Assess the situation to make the best move?

5. Calm everyone, then get a quick consensus of the best thing to do?



Discover Your Discovery

✴Your Dog at the Vet: How does your dog behave?

1. Confident, energetic ... or: crabby, impatient, bites to regain control.

2. Friendly, barking, excited ... or: hyper, won’t hold still, tries to get away.

3. Friendly, relaxed, eager to please ... or: slow, won’t move, worried.

4. Quiet, confident, follows instructions ... or withdrawn.

5. Quiet, attentive, listens ... or hiding, fearful, bites from fear/restraint.



What’s Your Insight?

What might you adjust/shift/change 
about your relationship, training or 
communication ... now that you have 
the perspective of Personality Types?



Your Personality Type
Review

• Celebrations!

• Overview of the 5 Personality Types

• In Depth Look at each Type: Person and Dog

• What Type Are You? How will you shift?

• Q & A



Your Personality Type
Homework

1.  Identify Your Personality Type.

2.  Identify Your Dog’s Personality Type.

3.  Observe PT in your interactions/life.

4.  Integrate your new perspective.

5.  Share/Update (BPA Members)




